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THE CABIN IN THE WOODS (2011/Consensus rating: B/Directed by
Drew Goddard/Starring Richard Jenkins, Bradley Whitford, Chris
Hemsworth, Kristen Connolly, Jesse Williams, Anna Hutchison, Fran
Kranz, Brian White, Amy Acker/Lionsgate/Rated R/Horror/95 minutes): By
turns shocking, frightening and funny, this Joss Whedon effort navigated
an obstacle course, changing studios on its way to production. What
sounds like a rote horror rises above genre limitations with its surprise
twists. Plans to frolic at a remote cabin in the woods are waylaid when a
group of students is attacked by mysterious assailants. The young people
consist of a demure girl (Connolly), her football jock boyfriend
(Hemsworth), a comical pothead (Kranz), a blonde bimbo (Hutchison),
and a nerdy black guy (Williams). The film opens with a conversation be-
tween a pair of scientists (Jenkins and Whitford) discussing America’s po-
sition in the global arms race. What role these men play in the action adds
another layer to the puzzle.

THE THREE STOOGES (2012/Consensus rating: C/Directed by
Bobby and Peter Farrelly/Starring Sean Hayes, Chris Diamantopoulos, Will
Sasso, Jane Lynch/Fox/Rated PG/Comedy/92 minutes): Brothers Bobby
and Peter Farrelly attempt to retool “The Three Stooges” for the 21st cen-
tury while remaining true to the original group’s slapstick humor. As new-
borns, the three brothers are dropped on the doorstep of an orphanage
run by nuns. As adults, the trio stay on as inept maintenance men. When
they learn financial difficulties threaten to close the only home they’ve
ever known, the guys decide it’s their turn to come to the rescue. Along
the way, Larry, Moe and Curly stumble into a murder plot, become in-
volved with the cast of “Jersey Shore,” and are soon starring in their own
reality TV series. The Farrellys and their actors duplicate the trio’s signature
finger-poking, head bonking and nyuk-nyuk-nyuking, but the 90-minute
runtime means stuffing the film with too many characters and too much
plot.

THE RAID: REDEMPTION (2011/limited release/Consensus rating:
B/Directed by Gareth Evans/Starring Iko Uwais, Joe Taslim, Doni Alamsya,
Yayan Ruhian, Pierre Gruno, Ray Sahetapy, Tegar Satrya, Iang Darawan,
Verdi Solaiman/Sony Classics/Rated R/Action, Indonesian, English subti-
tles/101 minutes): Sparse, English subtitles rarely interfere with following
this film’s nonstop action. Hand-to-hand combat, featuring machetes,
swords and various martial arts styles, flesh out violence that results when
20 cops raid a 15-story apartment fortress housing Indonesia’s most noto-
rious crime lord. Tenants consist of assorted criminals itching to put down
the invading law enforcement officers in bloody, surreal confrontations.
Our hero is Rama (Iko Uwais), a rookie cop determined to fulfill his duty,
while simultaneously protecting his criminal brother, holed up some-
where in the building. There’s little plot to fill the story out, but the adren-
aline-soaked fight scenes go where Hollywood dare not tread.

AMERICAN REUNION (2012/C-/Directed by Jon Hurwitz, Hayden
Schlossberg/Starring Jason Biggs, Alyson Hannigan, Seann William Scott,
Chris Klein, Tara Reid, Natasha Lyonne/Universal/Rated R/Comedy/110
minutes): Set 13 years after the original “American Pie,” the threequel
finds the guys and some of their galpals gathering for their high school re-
union. While the series doesn’t abandon the gross-out comedy its fans
have rightly come to expect, it tackles serious issues as well as putting the
failures and successes of their youthful hopes and dreams in perspective.
Old romances bloom yet again, while Jim, now married, gets caught up
with an 18-year-old hottie. Meanwhile, his widower dad discovers love, or
at least lust, is still on the old man’s agenda when an attractive potential
partner comes along.

TITANIC (1998/B-/Directed by James Cameron/Starring Leonardo Di-
Caprio, Kate Winslet, Billy Zane, Kathy Bates/Paramount/Rated PG-
13/Drama/194 minutes): James Cameron weds 3D to this box office giant
for its theatrical re-release. The shocking events leading to 1,800 tragic
deaths are set against the background of a fictional Titanic romance, in
this film casting Winslet and DiCaprio as star-crossed lovers. Cameron’s
exhaustive research and scale model reconstruction of the ill-fated ship
combine with masterful special effects to create breath-taking visuals.
However, history buffs will find that melodrama takes precedence over
fact in Cameron’s bid to steal viewers hearts.

MIRROR MIRROR (2012/B-/Directed by Tarsem Singh/Starring Julia
Roberts, Lily Collins, Armie Hammer, Jordan Prentice, Mark Povinelli,
Nathan Lane/ Relativity Media/Rated PG/Fantasy/95 minutes): In order to
stay on the throne in high style, wicked Queen Clementianna (Roberts)
overtaxes the people and locks her stepdaughter, Princess White (Collins),
away and out of sight. Clementianna hopes to marry the young, wealthy
Prince Andrew (Hammer), a hunk recovering at the castle after being at-
tacked by seven tiny thieves. Sparks fly when the prince accidentally
glimpses Princess White, prompting the queen to abandon the girl in the
wilderness — to die. Instead, the lovely princess is rescued by seven dwarf
bandits who tutor her in the arts of deception and thievery, skills needed
to beat the queen at her own game. The first of two “Snow White”
retellings scheduled for release this year, this one is suitable for children
and sufficiently amusing for adults.

LOCKOUT (2012/B-/Di-
rected by James Mather,
Stephen St. Leger/Starring Guy
Pearce, Maggie Grace, Peter
Stormare, Vincent Regan,
Lennie James, Joseph Gilgun,
Tim Plester, Jacky Ido/FilmDis-
trict/Rated PG-13/Sci-Fi/95 min-
utes): 

This mindless, enter-
taining actioner borrows
the premise of “Escape
From New York,” includ-
ing that film’s heart-stop-
ping action and its hero’s
sarcastic style that estab-
lishes Guy Pearce as wise-
cracking action icon. It’s
the feature debut of
writer/co-directors
Stephen Saint Leger and
James Mather, who deliver
a “Die Harder in Space,”
based on a concept by Luc
Besson.
The year is 2079.

Mankind’s progress is re-
flected neither by fashion,
nor lifestyle, but can be
witnessed in a motorized,
speeding unicycle and in
the birth pains of an
earth-orbiting super max
prison known as MS-1.
The latter is a global effort
to incarcerate murderers
and rapists in escape-
proof conditions. The
prison’s planned 500,000
inmates are well-repre-
sented by the facility’s first
500 badasses, sentenced
to serve their time in a
chemically-induced sleep
known as stasis.
Since the drugs have

caused dementia and psy-
chosis, do-gooder first
daughter Emilie Warnock

(Maggie Grace) arrives to
take a closer look. In short
order, a prison loon
(Joseph Gilgun) awakened
for her interview turns the
tables on his captors, kid-
napping Emile and releas-
ing all 500 inmates. 
Back on Earth, U.S. Fed-

eral Agent Snow (Guy
Pearce) is wrongly con-
victed of murdering his
superior, and convicted,
along with his partner
Mace (Tim Plester), of
stealing state secrets. His
sentence, 30 years in stasis
aboard MS-1, will be com-
muted provided he res-
cues the president’s
daughter. Snow agrees to
these terms because his

friend Mace already is in-
carcerated there, and
knows the location of a
metal case containing in-
formation Snow hopes
will clear his name. 
Once onboard MS-1,

Snow relies on electronic
blueprints to guide him
through air ducts, gravity
generators and other hid-
den portals, convenient
for moving about the ship. 
However, the prisoners

are not without resources,
especially a smart alpha
inmate (Vincent Regan)
with a talent for reining in
homicidal maniacs.
The huge ship presents

many opportunities for
imaginative life-and-
death games of hide-and-
seek.

Explosions, gunfire and
chases are credibly ac-
complished via a mix of

stunts and CGI, and are
well-paced to insure view-
ers remain engaged. Due
largely to Pearce’s mag-
netism and fine work by
Joseph Gilgun and Vin-
cent Regan playing the vil-
lains, we’re willing to
overlook the implausibil-
ity of such a premise.
However, Snow’s potential
redemption and romance
with Emilie are hackneyed
plot elements, disappoint-
ingly handled. 
“Lockout” would fare

better if the directors had
locked down those con-
cepts and thrown away the
key.

OTHER BOX OFFICE FAVORITES

CHIMPANZEE (2012/Predicted rating: B-/Directed by Alastair
Fothergill, Mark Linfield/Narrated by Tim
Allen/Disneynature/Rated G/Documentary/78 minutes): It’s im-
possible not to root for “Chimpanzee,” if only because Disney is
donating a portion of its first week’s ticket sales to Jane Goodall’s
institute for the protection of chimpanzees. The story follows a
group of chimps living in the Ivory Coast’s isolated Tai Forest,
eventually zeroing in on Oscar. When orphaned as a 3-year-old,
Oscar’s future appears grim until kindly alpha male Freddy de-
cides to parent the little guy. Remarkable footage captures
chimps doing all the things chimps do best, but is diminished by
narration that lumps their behaviors into “good” and “bad” cate-
gories — presumably because the story targets children. This flaw
aside, introducing kids to chimps interacting with their natural
habitat is a gratifying way to spend entertainment dollars.

THE LUCKY ONE (2012/Predicted rating: C/Directed by Scott
Hicks/Starring Zac Efron, Taylor Schilling, Blythe Danner, Riley
Thomas Stewart, Jay R. Ferguson/Warner/Rated PG-13/Drama/101
minutes): Zac Efron appears as United States Marine Logan
Thibault, on his third tour of duty in Iraq when he finds the pho-
tograph of an unknown blonde beauty. During the months that
follow, Logan emerges unharmed from a series of near-death en-
counters — all while carrying the photograph in his pocket. Con-
vinced the photo is his lucky charm, Logan decides to find the
woman in the picture once he is discharged from the service.
When he finally meets Elizabeth (Schilling), sparks fly, and fearing
his tale will be off-putting, Logan fails to tell her about the photo-
graph. The seventh weeper adapted from a Nicolas Sparks novel,
the writer’s romantic formula insures Logan will pay for his om-
mission of the truth. The story is nicely paced and lensed by Scott
Hicks of “Shine” acclaim, to yield maximum viewer tears.
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